       
Concept Design Study
Sustainability
Sustainability is a central theme of busway planning.
One of the ways to achieve a strong, green and
sustainable Queensland is to get more people
out of their cars and onto public transport. This
results in fewer cars on the road and less pollution.
Brisbane’s busway network is all about delivering the
infrastructure we need to give us fast, frequent and
reliable bus services that are competitive with travel
by car.

A sustainable way to travel
    !"   
higher than of a typical motorway lane. A typical
motorway lane has a maximum capacity of around
2000 people per hour. In some sections, the South
East Busway carries 18 000 people per hour –
  [#     "   
        $ 
#           
reduced. That is good for the environment and good
for our future.

Sustainable infrastructure
Achieving a sustainable outcome doesn’t end with
getting more people to use public transport. We
want the construction, operation and maintenance of
Brisbane’s busway network to also be sustainable.
This means promoting the use of renewable, longlasting and/or fully recyclable resources. This will help
minimise waste and emissions and maintain the value
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of the busway as well as potentially reduce capital and
recurrent costs.
The ‘Engineering’ chapter of the draft Concept Design
:         
the incorporation of sustainable design criteria, which
includes rainwater and solar energy collection and
use, water sensitive urban design, climate sensitive
design, energy and waste minimisation and recycling
facilities. The ‘Engineering’ chapter also investigates
how to choose the best material to minimise
maintenance.

Sustainable communities
The planning of transport infrastructure is important in
the development of towns and cities as it contributes
    !   &!
transport infrastructure, in particular, is a form of
 !  #        
movement of people and can help promote more
self-contained land use patterns. This means people
don’t have to travel long distances to do the things
they want to do, whether that be for work or recreation.
Less travel means less pollution.
The South East Busway extension will increase
access to employment opportunities and connect
people to places in a way that minimises impacts on
the environment. The ‘Land Use’ chapter of the draft
Concept Design Study recognises the importance of
incorporating busway stations with transit-oriented
development, especially activity centres. While
the busway project is not responsible for land use
planning, the department is working closely with Logan
City Council to coordinate transport and land use
outcomes.
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Planning to protect our lifestyle

Proposed changes to local roads

The population of Brisbane and Logan is growing and
the number of cars on our roads is increasing. We
need to take steps now to plan and invest in all forms of
transport – including reliable, cost-effective and timesaving public transport – to make sure Brisbane and
Logan keep moving. Extending the South East Busway
means even more southside residents will be able to
take advantage of the fast, frequent and reliable travel it
 #    &' "

   !   
streets as a result of the busway. If the busway
proceeds in its current design in the current transport
" $  "    
network would be required:
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Community consultation and previous studies tell
us that buses are experiencing delays between
Rochedale and Springwood. The provision of a
dedicated busway in the future will greatly improve the
reliability of bus travel times. A Department of Main
 #  #   &' " ())
recorded an average speed of 66 km/hr in the section
between the Gateway Motorway and Underwood
Road (the posted speed limit is 100 km/hr).
Bus travel speeds of up to 90 km/hr are possible
  :Z "  # "   
     &' "$ :
East Busway continues to operate unaffected. During
peak hour, this makes the busway a quicker way to get
around.

How the busway will improve the local
transport system

<  / # !   # 
from Rothon Drive (north of Beverley Avenue) to
allow local buses to join the busway.
<  "      %  
ramp would be realigned to intersect Rochedale
Road north of Pindari Street. The busway would
travel beneath the off ramp.
<     ! "
! 
Street and Fitzgerald Avenue, Rochedale Road
would be shifted to the east of its current alignment
to create room for the busway to run alongside the
!    &' "
< Pindari Street - closed and Kumbari Street
reopened.
< ' -      
  
 "    ' 
Court to Karoonda Crescent to maintain access.
   ' -    
end would avoid potential safety issues due to
the proximity of the Rochedale Road off ramp
intersection.

Buses travelling along the South East Busway
extension between Rochedale and Springwood will be
         !    &
Motorway. Buses will no longer be required to use the
Rochedale Road and Fitzgerald Avenue off-ramps to
access Springwood station. This means faster and
more reliable journey times. In addition, extending
the South East Busway will mean fewer buses are
 #    &' "
 
 
more space for vehicles.
The department is undertaking transport modelling
to provide a more in-depth analysis of the corridor’s
transport issues and opportunities. The results of the
  "! #!    -  /  
Study.
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Parking
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provision for a park ‘n’ ride facility servicing the
Rochedale busway station for approximately 600
parking bays.
< &        
    &' " 
provision for approximately 160 parking bays.
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park ‘n’ ride facility for approximately 750 parking
bays.
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< Z' &     
immediately adjacent to the busway station
and another is 400 m to 800 m north of the bus
station, on the other side of Miles Platting Road
(approximately 1000 bays in total). Planning
for a third park ‘n’ ride facility and improved
pedestrian connections over Miles Platting Road
is underway as part of the Gateway Upgrade
South project.

Ro



We also want to ensure that residents and
businesses who live and work near the future
Springwood busway station aren’t inconvenienced
by commuters who hide ‘n’ ride – that is, park in local
streets or shopping centre parking spaces that are
close to the station. A parking management strategy
will be undertaken in future planning phases to help
minimise and manage any parking impacts.

ol

< :  "! {))!
available.

TransLink will review bus routes to ensure it is
easy for commuters to access the busway from
their local bus stop. This reduces the need to drive
to a station as local buses will continue to do their
neighbourhood rounds before heading onto the
busway for a congestion-free run.

ho

There are existing and/or planned park ‘n’ ride
facilities located at:

We are making sure enough room is provided
for kiss ‘n’ ride facilities. This will allow busway
passengers to be easily dropped off or picked up
close to the busway station.

Sc

It is TransLink’s policy that park ‘n’ ride facilities
should not be considered in the immediate activity
      ! :Z
Queensland Regional Plan. This aims to reduce
     "        
pedestrian and cyclist friendly environments.
Therefore, there will not be any additional park ‘n’
ride facilities located at the Springwood busway
station.

Pacific Motorway

key
pedestrian crossing

pedestrian overpass

busway station platforms

busway

Planned Rochedale busway station and 600 bay park ‘n’ ride at Underwood
Road, Rochedale.
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Cycle and pedestrian access

Bus services

Making it easy to access the busway is an important
task for the department. Cycling and walking are the
most environmentally-friendly ways of accessing the
busway.

Promoting pedal power

When completed, the South East Busway extension
will be another vital addition to Brisbane’s busway
network that will eventually span the city. It will give
even more southside communities direct access to the
busway network and TransLink services across the
region.

The department wants more people to leave their
cars at home and walk, cycle and use public transport
instead. Fewer car trips mean less carbon emissions.
This means cleaner air for the future.

The ‘Network Integration’ chapter of the draft Concept
Design Study outlines how the busway extension may
integrate with the transport network in Brisbane and
Logan City in the future.

We are working to ensure that all busway stations are
easily accessible for cyclists. This means:

Planning local services

< & # [     
Bike storage facilities are planned for Springwood
busway station to make cycling as convenient as
possible.
< '   " !"
stations. We are working with other state and local
government agencies to assess opportunities for
improved cycle links and to ensure local cycleways
connect to stations.

Pedestrian access to busway stations
Good walking access to busway stations is vital to
the success of Brisbane’s busway network. Each
busway station is designed for maximum accessibility
by passengers on foot. Given that busway stations
are designed to cater for high volumes of pedestrians,
footpaths and road crossing facilities within the
immediate vicinity of the proposed Springwood
busway station need to be of a high quality.

Given that the South East Busway extension has not
!
     #     $
early to provide an accurate description of the bus
 #     !"_" # $
to help in the design of the busway extension,
transport planners and bus operations specialists have
examined the existing bus routes and considered
where busway stations, turnarounds and local access
points should be located. The type and frequency of
bus services that would be needed in the future have
also been considered.
The busway design will take into account the following:
<  
"!    !" 
the Rochedale Urban Village
<     !     
:  " \ _ 
< !  %   :  " ! 
service the Springwood town centre
<    [   !  
buses and pre-paid functionality in the future.
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Getting the right look and feel for the South East
Busway extension is an important part of the project.
Good urban design has the ability to take a functional,
physical entity – the busway and its stations – and
give it character through smart architecture, lighting,
tailored design features, signage, furniture and
artworks.
The project team’s urban designers have undertaken
      ! 
existing character of the corridor and propose ways
 " !" !    
with the communities it will serve.

Rochedale South
Existing situation
The Rochedale South section is characterised by
low-density residential development, with pockets
of townhouse development. The areas close to the
&' " !   #  
noise, close proximity to exhaust emissions and
minimal landscaping.
 !       &' "
planning for this area include the use of melaleuca
!  %    ]      
street lines.

Possible design strategies
The busway is proposed to run in close proximity to
         &
Motorway and will therefore have an impact on the
properties in this location. A mix of the proposed
design strategies may be incorporated into the
   $           
investigations and consultation with local property
owners.
The following possible design strategies apply to the
section from Rothon Drive to Narrawong Street.
Strategy 1 is suited where houses on the eastern side
  &' "  [    !"
extension. It suggests converting the remaining land
into a park, using landscaping to provide a ‘green’ view
from the busway corridor.
Strategy 1

Local street

Busway

&
Motorway

Strategy 2 is suited where existing houses can be
retained and includes a noise wall at the back of the
properties. Vegetation could be planted against the
noise wall.
Strategy 2

Local street

Busway

&
Motorway

Strategy 3 is similar to strategy 1, however rather
than converting the area to a park the land could be
retained for redevelopment.
Strategy 3

Local street

Busway

&
Motorway

The existing Rochedale South streetscape.
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Springwood
The following design strategy could be applied to
Karoonda Crescent. It utilises the space between
 !" &' "    ! 
forest. The remnant land would be converted to a
park.

Existing situation
The Springwood area is dominated by commercial
development, including shopping centres and large
retail uses. There are also a number of car yards and
" $    # $    
buildings and large areas of parking.
The existing Springwood bus interchange consists of
two bus platforms and a pedestrian overpass above
Rochedale Road. Urban design planning for the
&' "        
pine textures and landscaping.

Busway
Karoonda
Crescent

Urban forest

&
Motorway

The following design strategies could be applied to
      !"!   
&' "$    ! 
re-aligned which has impacts on adjacent properties.
Strategy 1 is suited where houses on Rochedale
Road are required for the busway. It allows the resized
blocks to be retained for re-use in the future.
Strategy 1

Design strategies
The Springwood busway station has been placed in
close proximity to the bus interchange to enable easy
connections for bus services and passengers. The
urban design strategies for the Springwood busway
station aim to reduce the visual impact of the busway
station and provide for quality pedestrian and cycle
access.
The strategies include:
<  #         !
station precinct (Rochedale Road and Fitzgerald
Avenue) by improving access and landscaping to
maximise safety
<            
between the Springwood busway station and local
bus interchange

Rochedale
Road

Busway

&
Motorway

<  #   
easy navigation.

    "

Strategy 2 shows the alternative of creating a
Rochedale Boulevard which features tree planting and
wide footpaths. The remnant land would be converted
to a park.

Strategy 2

Rochedale
Road

Busway

&
Motorway
The existing bus and road infrastructure at Spingwood.
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Flora and fauna
The South East Busway extension corridor is
already highly developed. Much of the area’s original
vegetation has been cleared and replaced by homes,
businesses, industrial areas, community facilities and
 &' "     
   " ! $!   # ] 
and fauna is limited mainly to backyards, roadside
vegetation and pockets of Council-owned land.
The busway extension corridor does not bisect any
wetland areas.

>  J   [  
between Rochedale and Springwood
Legislation is in place to protect local plant and animal
species, particularly those that are rare or threatened.
For the draft Concept Design Study, a desktop review
  #    # "   
       ]     
under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 and/or Queensland Nature
Conservation Act 1992.
#      #    !
      !"  



Studies show that there may be two fauna species
in the study corridor that are considered rare and/
  
     ]  %
_!   "      
include isolated feed and shelter trees (predominantly
large eucalypt and paperbark trees) in backyards,
pockets of Council-owned land and roadside reserves.

_!      ]  % 
limited to feed trees. This includes a wide range
  #   %  $  ]"  
$      
J !    !   H  
considered rare in the Logan City Council area) are
also considered likely to be found within or alongside
the busway extension corridor. These include the
   $J  !!$! 
 _!!        
be restricted to vegetated backyards and isolated
feed trees in park areas along the busway extension
corridor. Similar habitat for these species occurs on
land adjoining the corridor, with higher quality habitat
in areas of remnant bushland and low density housing
to the east and west of the project area.
Four Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act-listed migratory species were also
     "   
to the busway corridor – the cattle egret, whitethroated needle rail, rainbow bee-eater and rufous
fantail. These, however, are non-threatened species.
_!        !" %  
corridor is generally limited to that used for foraging
and roosting (for example, regrowth vegetation and
vegetated backyards).

"    [  
A range of mitigation measures will reduce the
        
techniques currently available include:
<  [          
to relocate any fauna that is disturbed
<         ! !"
locally native plants (where appropriate)
<  #   !   #   
where habitat loss is unavoidable (e.g. deployment
of nesting boxes and bat shelters in green space
areas adjoining the project area to compensate
for the loss of roosting/shelter sites during
construction).
No negative long-term effects on the natural
environment within the project corridor are predicted.
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Noise is unwanted sound – barking dogs, loud music,
industrial machines. Noise pollution can affect our
work and lifestyle, and that is why guidelines are in
place to regulate noise levels.
The South East Busway extension will be located
alongside one of the busiest roads in Queensland –
 &' "    #   
   &' "    
component of the acoustic environment along the
Rochedale to Springwood corridor.
The noise and vibration assessment carried out for
 &' "  "  
properties in the corridor are currently exposed to high
 #      

"    
in place

 

 &' "  $V "\ 
Motorway project team and the South East Busway
extension project team will work together to investigate
opportunities to incorporate noise mitigation strategies
(including noise barriers) into the project designs.
This would provide effective measures to manage the
impact of cumulative noise emissions.
The Department of Transport and Main Roads will
investigate other ways to reduce noise, including
low-noise road surfaces for the busway, limiting bus
speeds in certain locations, and designing the busway
so as to reduce steep grades (steep grades require
more engine power, thus increase noise emissions).

"      
construction
Construction of the busway will temporarily increase
noise levels in certain locations. Temporary increases
in noise levels could be managed through an effective
community consultation program and a range of
control measures such as:
<           
in construction

  

<       #     
equipment
<  "  "

!

<  # #     " $   
night time works or particularly noisy activities such
as blasting, rock breaking and pile driving.
Residents may experience vibration during construction
of the busway due to excavation, piling, drilling or
compaction equipment. Any vibration impacts would be
managed in the same way as noise impacts.
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Air quality
Brisbane and Logan are clean and green cities – and
we want to keep them that way.
:       [#   %
twenty years will come from the expected increase
in car travel. To help the environment, we need to
change the way we live and travel. One way is to
get more people out of their cars and onto public
transport.

What we know about air quality between
Rochedale and Springwood
The Rochedale to Springwood corridor is dominated
by a six-lane motorway which produces the majority of
air pollutants in the study corridor.
From Environmental Protection Agency monitoring we
know that existing air pollutants within the Rochedale
to Springwood corridor do not exceed the relevant
standards.
          
of analysis on air quality issues as they relate to
Brisbane’s busway network. From these studies, we
 "!"     !
 
the future as they attract more people onto public
transport who would otherwise travel in cars.
It appears that air pollutants generated by bus
             
future. In fact some pollutants may even decrease due
to technological advancements such as cleaner fuel
technologies.

Safety through design and management
Potential impacts on air quality need to be considered
for both the construction and operational phases of
the project.
During construction, dust produced by earthworks and
transporting rubble can cause a nuisance and impact
on air quality if it is not properly managed. Examples
of potential mitigation measures include covering truck
loads and soil stockpiles, laying gravel on access
roads, setting speed limits for construction vehicles
and using recycled water sprays and wheel washers.
When the busway is operational, there are a number
of management strategies that can be used to ensure
emissions from the busway are kept at a safe level.
Emissions from buses are highest right on the kerb
of the busway and decrease rapidly with distance.
A ‘buffer zone’ between the busway and sensitive
sites can help manage potential emissions. The road
gradient can also affect the level of pollutants emitted
by buses as steep grades require more engine power,
thus producing more emissions. This is particularly
important around busway stations.

Busways are clean and green
Every year, the average car releases around
(       # 
tonnes of carbon dioxide into Brisbane’s air
(TransLink, 2007). Busways have the potential to
reduce car use by attracting more people to use
public transport. That means fewer cars on the
road and less pollution.
 !"!
   [   
when comparing a bus to a car. A full bus
produces 11 times less greenhouse gas emissions
per person per kilometre than an average car
containing only the driver. Although not every
bus is full, it only takes six passengers to make
the bus a cleaner option. What’s more, busways
cut bus emissions in half through less ‘stop-start’
driving by travelling on uncongested roads.
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Soils and geology
They might be largely hidden from view, but the
soil and rock that form the geology of the southern
suburbs are very important to the design of the South
East Busway extension. Understanding the nature of
       !"
alignment and helps to determine what type of busway
structure (bridge, tunnel or at-surface) is best suited to
particular areas.

What we know about soils and geology
between Rochedale and Springwood
Previous studies for the existing South East Busway
  &' "   !
the soils, geology, topography and geomorphology of
the study corridor. The study corridor features rising
and falling terrain with low-lying areas of around 15
J  _ /HJ_/   
 !)J_/    !  
topographic or geomorphologic (that is, landforms
and surface shaping processes) issues that would
substantially affect the successful implementation of
the busway extension.
The draft busway alignment traverses a range of
soil and rock types. The geology of the wider area
comprises alluvium and sedimentary rock types of the
Tertiary and Mesozoic age (e.g. Woogaroo Subgroup
and the Tingalpa Formation). No major active
  # !
    "  
surrounding the busway corridor.

The report also found that no property lots in the study
area were listed on the Environmental Protection
Agency’s registers as potential contaminated
  _" # $ # "   
     :  "
been used previously for commercial purposes, which
may have involved the storage of liquids. Further
investigation is therefore needed to determine whether
these sites contain contaminated land. Results will
then drive which management options are required.

"    J
Mitigation strategies would be put in place to
adequately manage and reduce the risk of soil
erosion due to construction and operation activities.
:         "
be developed during the design phase. This would
include site reinstatement measures (such as
revegetation) once the works are complete.
In some areas it may be necessary to carry out
ground improvement measures where embankments
and batters are required (a ‘batter’ is a wall that
gradually slopes upwards and backwards). Potential
management strategies to improve embankment
stability include the removal of high plasticity soils and
low density alluvium, and preloading of foundation
materials before embankment placement. Anchoring/
soil nailing and shotcreting of steep cut batters could
also be used to improve stability.

There is considered to be a low risk of acid sulfate
soils being encountered during construction. Acid
sulfate soils are naturally-occurring soils found in
low-lying coastal areas. Left undisturbed, acid sulfate
soils cause no harm to the environment or human
 _" # $   %# $  
by changes to the surrounding water table, chemical
reactions can take place, creating sulphuric acid and
sometimes dissolving mineral contaminants.
The report found that the project will not impact
any existing economic mineral deposits or energy
resources.

Batter slope under construction.
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Water quality
Assessing the way in which a project may affect
the health of local waterways is an important part
of infrastructure planning. Like local green spaces,
we value creeks and waterways because they are
important to our ecosystem, often offer scenic views,
and provide us with places to relax.
The South East Busway extension between
Rochedale and Springwood will not cross any creeks
 " "_" # $     $
surface water runoff from the busway will be collected
by a drainage network and discharged into Slacks
Creek which feeds into the Logan River.
The department has undertaken a preliminary
investigation into how runoff from the project might
affect water quality and what we could do in the future
% !
   

What we know about water quality in the
study corridor
Slacks Creek is a freshwater waterway while the
Logan River is an estuary, both contributing to the
Logan River estuary catchment. Water quality in
Slacks Creek and the Logan River is poor, according
 Z _ '   &  
(a collaboration between government, industry,
researchers and the community that reports on the
health of eastward draining rivers in South East
Queensland).

"    \ 
Although already disturbed ecosystems, these
watercourses will be sensitive to impacts of further
disturbance. A range of practical measures would
be put in place to ensure that our waterways are
protected, both during construction and in the
operation of the busway. These include:
<        "    # 
          ! 
<            ! 
areas during the construction phase

Preliminary investigations indicate that, with
appropriate mitigation measures, potential impacts on
local water quality are manageable.

%  \ 
The study team examined previous studies
      &' "    
Brisbane Aquifer project to gather information about
groundwater levels and quality.
There is a difference in the depth, quality and
expected yields of groundwater found along the
Rochedale to Springwood corridor. The quality of
groundwater along the corridor is generally potable,
however the Brisbane Aquifer project noted that nitrate
levels in groundwater around Rochedale South can be
elevated. Generally, shallow water levels are expected
in areas underlain by Quaternary sediments, which
occur along the draft busway alignment. Groundwater
levels within the Tertiary deposits, namely Corinda and
Sunnybank Formations, and the Triassic rocks of the
Moorooka Formation also exhibit shallow water levels
       
Given that no tunnels are proposed for the South East
Busway extension to Springwood, the project is not
%     " ! ' 
detailed investigations would be undertaken in a future
impact management phase to assist in construction
design. Monitoring of groundwater quality may be
undertaken during construction to ensure impacts are
minimised.

Assessing the way in
which a project may
affect the health of local
waterways is an important
part of infrastructure
planning.

<    "        
    $   $   
biological treatment before leaving the site.
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Flooding

Cultural environment

The department has undertaken a preliminary
investigation of the potential impacts and anticipated
!
 !" %  #  
]   ]" "    

Every place has a history, a value, or a meaning to
someone and the Rochedale South and Springwood
areas are no different. Many sites in the southern
suburbs are important to different groups for different
  - _       
Concept Design Study is a preliminary investigation to
            
show how any adverse impacts could be managed in
the future.

The aim of these investigations is to ensure that
busway structures do not worsen the potential for
]       ]" " 
  ]

>  J      [
between Rochedale and Springwood
While the study corridor is not normally subject to
] $   # " ""   
the corridor that are.

The draft Concept Design Study undertook a
preliminary investigation of both Indigenous and nonIndigenous cultural heritage issues.

6]^      

There are no creeks that traverse the South East
Busway extension corridor between Rochedale and
Springwood. Stormwater runs towards the corridor
from the east and discharges to the west of the corridor
to a series of open channels and culverts in the upper
  :- $"]" \ # 

Preliminary investigations reveal that impacts
on cultural heritage are unlikely. There were no
environmental areas or historical sites registered or
listed in the study area which would be impacted by
the proposal.

" [ J

Construction of the extension from Rochedale to
Springwood is generally unlikely to harm Aboriginal
heritage where the development remains within the
previously constructed road reserve and other highly
developed areas. Some road widening construction
activities may be undertaken in previously undisturbed
areas. Potential impacts to undiscovered Indigenous
sites are more likely to occur if other Indigenous
sites have been found in the area. The potential for
Aboriginal sites to be uncovered at locations where
road widening is required or in previously undisturbed
areas is considered low.

The proposed busway design may require changes
to two northern drainage systems, which in turn could
]      $
the department may need to extend existing culverts
H   
    [ ]" 
water can be maintained when the busway is
in place.
Preliminary investigations indicate that, with
appropriate mitigation measures, impacts on the
hydrological and hydraulic environment of the study
corridor are manageable.

Indigenous cultural heritage

A strategy for the management of Indigenous sites
which may inadvertently be discovered during any
earth works would be developed for the construction
phase. The native title group would be consulted with
regards to their involvement in the project.
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Social environment
Providing a busway isn’t just about the actual physical
construction of the busway itself. It’s about improving
the area and ensuring that quality of life is protected
into the future. The department has undertaken a
preliminary social impact assessment to examine what
sort of social effects the busway could have on the
local community.

Improving our community
The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2005–
()(  :  "  &  
Activity Centre designated in Logan City. Therefore, to
support the future growth, it is important the area has
a well serviced public transport system.
A study completed by Logan City Council in
2007 reported that 85% of survey respondents
overwhelmingly supported the proposed vision for the
Springwood town centre as ‘a vibrant heart, a place
to live and work, a place for shopping, dining and
entertainment, cultural and community activities’ and
‘people and family friendly’.
Extending the South East Busway to Springwood
" #     !
     
the study corridor, the majority of which apply to the
broader community. The busway extension will provide
   $   ! !   
options and will increase the convenience of public
transport.
&
from:
<

   !" %



  # 

<  # 
services
<  
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Social impacts
The impacts of the busway extension mainly relate to
those directly affected by the project alignment. The
" # !
  
<     [   
commercial and residential properties when the
busway is constructed
<     #    !
properties and local communities
H   % $    ##    
<      !"
(for example, noise).

Acquiring private property
Directly affected property owners will be compensated
in accordance with the relevant Queensland
Government legislation (Acquisition of Land Act 1967
and the Transport Planning and Coordination Act
1994). Where possible, the Queensland Government
will seek to acquire private properties by negotiated
agreement with the affected property owner.
Resumption is based on well-established principles of
procedural fairness, natural justice, compensation at
a fair market price, rights of appeal, prompt settlement
and compassion. Compensation is calculated at the
time of the acquisition and is based on the market
value of the property unaffected by the project for
which it has been resumed. The usual processes
provide for the landowner to obtain independent
expert valuation and legal advice at the department’s
expense to assist in the compensation process.

   #   !

  !   

The busway extension will
provide more efficient,
direct and reliable public
transport options and will
increase the convenience
of public transport.
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A community snapshot of the study area

 

Successful delivery of the busway extension relies on
mitigating potential impacts on communities as much
as possible. In this regard, the project will need to:
<  #       "
relocate



<    "
       
project by conducting an open and transparent
communication and community consultation
program
<          
to maintain neighbourhood amenity.
With the implementation of management plans to
minimise social impacts, the extension of the South
East Busway is expected to make an overall positive
contribution to equity and quality of life in the southern
suburbs and the wider Brisbane and Logan City areas.

The total study area population in 2006 was
37 349 people.
The largest age group in the study area was 25 to
34 year olds with 14.4% of the population. 55 to
64 year olds made up 13.5% of the population.
The most prevalent family type found in the study
area was couple families with children.
The labour force in the study area showed a lower
rate of unemployment at 4.0% than Logan City
with 5.8%.
The study area has a higher percentage of
dwellings with two or more vehicles than Logan
City and the Greater Brisbane area.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006)
-  &  _    
‘Logan City is a growing residential area, with
substantial rural, rural residential, commercial and
industrial areas’.
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Economic environment
Brisbane and Logan City are part of the fastest
growing urban region in Australia. Over the next
twenty years, the region’s population is expected to
increase to around four million people (South East
Queensland Infrastructure Plan and Program
2008–2026).
K "$         
queues are getting longer. Brisbane’s busway network
is part of a balanced transport solution that will make
sure the region keeps moving.

     
the South East Busway
Extending the South East Busway to Springwood will
!   !    !
$  
<

  #  

< "     ! #  
reduced travel times
<

 !
   
choose public transport as a safer alternative to
the private car

<    # 

:  "

<       
Rochedale Urban Village.
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A bright future
There are big plans for the Rochedale to Springwood
corridor. The proposed creation of the Rochedale
Urban Village will see the development of 900
hectares of semi-rural land to house more than
15 000 people. It will include a range of housing
options, a new town centre, opportunities for business
and clean industry, a number of new community parks
and large areas of environmental protection. The
South East Queensland Regional Plan 2005–2026
  :  "  &  J#
Centre in Logan City.
Logan City has a strong economy that is supported
by large manufacturing and retail trade sectors. There
were approximately 43 700 jobs located in Logan City
in 2001, which provided employment for both Logan
residents as well as workers living outside the city.
Manufacturing and retail trade account for 17% and
24% respectively of employment in Logan. There
are, however, a number of other industries that make
    ! \     
include construction, wholesale trade, education,
property and business services, health and community
services, communication services and government
administration and defence.
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There are state and local government plans in place
to guide how our cities grow and develop. The
South East Busway extension is being planned to
complement the regional, state and local planning
framework.

Development along transport corridors
The department has been working with Logan City
Council to ensure the busway complements future
plans for the Rochedale and Springwood communities.
Local councils ultimately determine the kind of
homes, businesses and other development built
alongside the busway or around busway stations. In
Logan, development is guided by the Logan Planning
Scheme.
The Springwood busway station has been located
where it will best serve the surrounding residential and
business communities. The department is continuing
to work with Logan City Council through its Master
Plan to ensure that the station is located in the best
spot for the future, is accessible and has good links to
those who will use the busway.
Some land acquired for the busway may be available
for redevelopment after construction. Development
of this land would be consistent with Logan Planning
Scheme requirements.

Future development
   !"      $
the Department of Transport and Main Roads places
a requirement on the properties impacted by the
busway. This may place a constraint on potential
future development on adjacent properties. Ongoing
consultation between the department, Logan City
Council and development proponents will be required
to ensure that any proposed development within
the busway corridor is consistent with the busway
proposal and redevelopment of Springwood town
centre.

The Springwood
busway station has
been located where
it will best serve the
surrounding residential
and business
communities.

Where do planning guidelines come from?
The main plans that guide development and
infrastructure in the southern suburbs are:
< :Z
2005–2026
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Program 2008–2026
<

  &  
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Brisbane 2008–2026

< \ &

These plans have been developed with input from
town planners, residents, community groups and
elected representatives. They set guidelines on how
and where local communities should grow, what we
can build on our land, how new buildings should
be designed, what infrastructure will be needed in
the future, and how to protect the things we value,
like bush land, open spaces and local heritage and
character.

 :  ())
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